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QUESTION 1

A company is implementing a publish- subscribe (Pub/Sub) messaging component by using Azure Service Bus. You are
developing the first subscription application. 

Inthe Azure portal you are see that messagesare being senttothe subscriptionfor eachtopic. You create a subscription
client object by supplying the correct details, but the subscription application is still not consuming the messages. 

You need to complete the source code of the subscription client. 

What should youdo? 

A. B. C. 

D. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are developing a project management service by using ASP.NET. The service hosts conversations, files, to-do lists,
and a calendar that users can interact with at any time. 

The application uses Azure Search for allowing users to search for keywords in the project data; 

You need to implement code that creates the object which is used to create indexes in the Azure Search service. 

Which two objects should you use? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. SearchService 

B. SearchlndexCIient 

C. SearchServiceClient 

D. SearchCredentials 

Correct Answer: CD 
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QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP 

You are developing an online order website that uses Azure Durable Functions- You develop the following processes for
the website: 

You need to identity what types of functions to use for each step of the process. 

Which function types should you use?To answer,drag the appropriate function types to the correct operations. Each
function type may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to 

view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 4

Note:Thisquestionispartof aseriesofquestionsthatpresentthesamescenario.Eachquestionin the series contains a unique
solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others 

might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

Margie\\'s Travel is an international travel and bookings management service. The company is expanding into
restaurant bookings. You are tasked with implementing Azure Search for the restaurants listed in their solution. 

You create the index in Azure Search. 

You need to import the restaurant data into the Azure Search service by using the Azure Search .NET SDK. 

Solution: 

1.

 Create a SearchlndexClient object to connect to the search index. 

2.

 Create a DataContainer that contains the documents which must be added. 

3.

 Create a DataSource instance and set its Container property to the DataContainer. 

4.

 Call the Documents.Suggest method of the SearchlndexClient and pass the DataSource. Does the solution meet the
goal? 

A. No 

B. Yes 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

A company has an app that records and processes videos. New videos are recorded daily. The videos are displayed on
the companywebsite the dayafter theyare recorded. The companyruns several servers that process data andencode
the 

videos. The processing servers use FFmpeg and proprietary software to encode and convert the videos. 

The company plans to migrate the app to Azure. Azure Batch must be used to process videos. Each task must run a
command and output the result to a file on a destination storage account. 

You create and assign values to the following variables: 

YouarereviewingcodetocreatetasksinAzureBatch.(Linenumbersareincludedforreferenceonly.) 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. 

Otherwise, select No. 
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NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 6

A company is migrating an existing on-premises third-party website to Azure. The website is stateless. 

The company does not have access to the source code for the website. They do have the original installer. 

The number of visitors at the website varies throughout the year. The on-premises infrastructure was resized to
accommodate peaks but the extra capacity 

You need to implement a virtual machine scale set instance. 

What should youdo? 

A. Use an auto scale setting to scale instances vertically. 

B. Use only default diagnostics metrics to trigger auto scaling. 

C. Use Azure Monitor to create auto scale settings using custom metrics. 
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D. Scaleout byone instancewhenthe averageCPUusageof oneof theinstancesisover80percent. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 7

You need to update the chatbot to greet the user when they sign in. 

Which two rich card formats can you use? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Thumbnail 

B. Adaptive 

C. Sign-in 

D. Animation 

E. Hero 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 8

DRAG DROP 

Contoso. Ltd. provides an API to customers by using Azure API Management (ARM). The API authorizes users with a
JWT token 

You must implement response caching for the APIM gateway. The caching mechanism must detect the user IDof the
client that accessesdata for a given location and cache the response for that user ID. 

You need to add the following policies to the policies file: 

a set-variable policy to store the detected user identity 

a cache-lookup-value policy 

a cache-store-value policy 

a find-and-replace policy to update the response body with the user profile information 

To which policy section should you add the policies? To answer, drag the appropriate sections to the correct policies.
Each section may be used once, more than once, or not at all. 

You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scrol\lt oview content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 9

DRAG DROP 

You need to resolve the language processing issue. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 10

You need to ensure that the solution can meet the scaling requirements for Policy Service. Which Azure Application
Insights data model should you use? 

A. an Application Insightsmetric 

B. an Application Insightsdependency 

C. an Application Insightstrace 

D. an Application Insightsevent 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Note:Thisquestionispartof aseriesofquestionsthatpresentthesamescenario.Eachquestionin the series contains a unique
Determine whether the solution meets the stated goals. 
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You need to ensure that authentication events are triggered and processed according to the policy. 

Solution:Create separate Azure Event Grid topics and subscriptions for sign-in and sign-out events. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 12

HOTSPOT 

A company is developing a new website thatuses Azure Cosmos DB for data storage. 

You need to implement a method to retrieve one item by identifier. 

The method must run as efficiently as possible. 

How should you complete the code segment? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area, 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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